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ABSTRACT
As blockchain becomes increasingly popular across various industries in recent years, many companies started designing and developing their own smart contract platforms to enable better services
on blockchain. While smart contracts are notoriously known to be
vulnerable to external attacks, such platform diversity further amplified the security challenge. To mitigate this problem, we designed
the very first cross-platform security analyzer called Seraph for
smart contracts. Specifically, Seraph enables automated security
analysis for different platforms built on two mainstream virtual
machine architectures, i.e., EVM and WASM. To this end, Seraph
introduces a set of general connector API to abstract interactions
between the virtual machine and blockchain, e.g., load and update
storage data on blockchain. Moreover, we proposed the symbolic semantic graph to model critical dependencies and decoupled security
analysis from contract code as well. Our preliminary evaluation on
four existing smart contract platforms demonstrated the potential
of Seraph in finding security threats both flexibly and accurately. A
video of Seraph is available at https://youtu.be/wxixZkVqUsc.
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INTRODUCTION

The blockchain technology has been undergoing a rapid growth
in recent years via promising to enable traceable transactions in
a decentralized network without a trusted third-party. As a form
of blockchain programs or scripts, smart contracts [17] have been
gaining an increasing popularity across different application domains as well, e.g., supply chain finance, insurance, cryptocurrency
etc.. In order to achieve better blockchain services, many companies
introduced their own smart contract platforms.
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function transfer(address _s, address _r, uint256 _val) {
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function transfer(string _s, string _r, uint256 _val) {

...
balances[_s] = balances[_s].sub(_val);
balances[_r] = balances[_r].add(_val);
emit Transfer(_s, _r, _val);
}

CCS CONCEPTS

(a) transfer function on Ethereum

• Security and privacy → Domain-specific security and privacy
architectures.
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...
Entry entry0 = table.newEntry();
entry0.set("account", _s);
entry0.set("asset_value", int256(_s_val - _val));
int cnt = table.update(_s,entry0,table.newCondition());
...
}

(b) transfer function on FISCO-BCOS
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Figure 1: Smart contracts on Ethereum and FISCO-BCOS
Commonly, these platforms share similar infrastructure but manifest unique features at the same time. For example, while both
Ethereum [17] and FISCO-BCOS [1] use the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) runtime, they adopt different design for blockchain
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Figure 2: The general workflow of cross-platform security analysis for smart contracts.
storage. From the security perspective, such diversity raises new
challenges for smart contracts, which are notoriously known to be
vulnerable to external attacks [11, 13, 16]. That is, despite that those
platforms have similar designs, it is still non-straightforward to
create security analyzers for them, i.e., adapting a tool of platform
A for B commonly involves low-level code refactoring across many
components, which is a non-trivial work in practice. We further
summarize concrete challenges as below.

dependency graphs, SSG is able to model blockchain semantics
and capture a large classes of smart contract vulnerabilities in an
efficient and accurate way. In the preliminary evaluation, we applied Seraph on four smart contract platforms in the literature and
managed to uncover security threats for all of them.

2 CROSS-PLATFORM SECURITY ANALYSIS
2.1 Overview

Challenge 1: VM-Blockchain Interaction. One of the major
differences among smart contract platforms is the way virtual machines interact with their blockchains, e.g., load and update storage
data on blockchain. As shown in Figure 1, two transfer functions
are defined on Ethereum and FISCO-BCOS, respectively. Particularly, Ethereum stores data in state variables (i.e., balances in this
case), thus storage accesses are realized via variable assignments
(line 3 and 4 in Figure 1a). On the other hand, FISCO-BCOS adopts
the table design where data is stored in a database. In that case, load
and update on a storage are realized via table operations, as line 4-6
in Figure 1b. Although the contracts are manipulating storage data
in both cases, analyzing them is non-straightforward since we need
to handle storage access instructions for Ethereum but function
calls for FISCO-BCOS.

The general workflow of Seraph is shown in Figure 2. Specifically,
Seraph accepts smart contracts written in different high-level programming languages as inputs, e.g., Solidity, C++, Go etc.. Additionally, Seraph requires specifying the target smart contract platform,
e.g., Ethereum. Based on the platform, the user is allowed to configure the structure of control flow graph (CFG), e.g., labeling low-level
instructions as control flow operators. Then, the input smart contracts are compiled and transformed into an EVM or WASM CFG
depending on which infrastructure is used in the platform. Furthermore, Seraph leverages symbolic execution [10] to systematically
explore the CFG. Particularly, we implement a group of Connector
API (§2.2) for the target platform in order to abstract VM-blockchain
interaction. The goal of symbolic execution is to generate symbolic
semantic graph (SSG, explained in §2.3) as a lightweight representation for the input smart contracts.
Next, the security analysis for the input smart contracts is automated and based on SSG. Specifically, the analysis task (e.g., detecting integer overflow) is converted to a multi-path graph query,
i.e., search for multiple paths in SSG. Lastly, a security report is
generated for the analysis.

Challenge 2: Security Analysis Process. Moreover, the current
design of security analyzers is highly platform-specific. That is,
the analyzer on one platform can hardly be directly applied in
another. The reason behind is the lack of a general form of semantic
representation for smart contracts where different types of security
analysis can be implemented. While this is a long-lasting topic in the
community of programming language, it is relatively little studied
in the contexts of smart contracts, leaving room for adaptation and
further optimization.

2.2

Connector API

As aforementioned, the Connector API is defined to abstract the
interaction between a virtual machine and its host blockchain. Generally, Seraph provided two types of APIs, i.e., environment APIs
and state APIs, respectively. Environment APIs are used to compute
information of the blockchain environment. Figure 3a shows an
implementation of the get_block_hash API for Ethereum. Specifically, the API retrieves a hash value for a given block with number
_num. In the implementation of the API, we compute the difference
between a symbolic value Hb (current block number) and _num.

The Seraph Solution. To overcome challenges above, we designed and developed Seraph, the very first cross-platform security
analyzer for blockchain smart contracts based on EVM and WASM
runtime. Specifically, Seraph highlighted a set of connector API to
abstract the interaction between virtual machines and their host
blockchains. Furthermore, we proposed the symbolic semantic graph
(SSG) as a general and lightweight representation for critical smart
contract logics and dependencies. Compared to traditional program
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Then, symbolic constraints are generated depending on the difference. According to Ethereum, if the difference is less than 256, a
concrete block hash is generated. Here, we used a symbolic value
to represent the hash. Otherwise, the hash is set to 0.
1
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• add_ValueNode
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|| (h == 0 && gap >= 256))

5

stack.push(h)

6

return h

(a) get_block_hash API on Ethereum
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Figure 5: The architecture of Seraph.

information of blockchain itself. Flow node is a connection point.
In addition, SSG has two types of edges, i.e., flow edge (solid line)
and control edge (dashed line). While flow edges represent data
dependency (the value of balances is dependent on the value of
amount), control edges refer to control dependency (msg.sender
affects the execution of balances update). Both nodes and edges
can have attributes. In this case, the flow node has an attribute +@x,
indicating that the data dependency is involved in an addition at
program counter x. Similarly, ==@y indicates the control edge derives from a equivalence check at program counter y. Compared to
traditional program dependency graph (PDG) [7, 8, 15], SSG interprets blockchain semantics and discards program orders to reduces
state space. Based on SSG, security analysis is encoded as multipath graph queries. For instance, to detect potential integer overflow
in the contract, we could ask Seraph to search for crossing paths
of flow and control edges, e.g., path 2 and 3 → 4. Although the
addition introduces a potential overflow, the execution is controlled
by a sanity check on msg.sender thus leads to no overflow.

(b) update_storage API on FISCO-BCOS

Figure 3: Two instances of connector APIs
On the other hand, Figure 3b demonstrates an implementation of
the update_storage state API, which is designed to load or update
storage data on blockchain. Specifically, the API takes as inputs
a key-value pair. Given an existing key, Seraph first updates the
storage data (line 3) and further the dependency in the symbolic
semantic graph (line 4), which will be explained later.

2.3

Symbolic Semantic Graph

The design of symbolic semantic graph (SSG) is based on an observation that the majority of security issues in smart contracts
can be encoded as simple data dependency problems, i.e., whether
data A is dependent on data B. SSG is designed to model critical
dependency information in a concise manner.
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def get_block_hash(_num):
gap = Hb - block_num

3
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function reward(uint8 amount):

Architecture. The current version of Seraph is a web platform
with front- and back-end services. The back-end architecture of
Seraph is shown in Figure 5. Specifically, at the top layer are user
and task management modules, which are designed to manage registered users and analysis tasks submitted to Seraph. The rest of
the components are used to enable cross-platform security analysis as discussed above, including preprocessor (compile, parse,
disassemble etc.), CFG builder, connector API, symbolic execution
engine for EVM and WASM, and core analyzers. We created the
Semantic SDK to help construct intermediate representation (i.e.,
SSG) for security analysis. For example, add_ValueNode in the SDK
is designed to insert a value node to an existing SSG. Moreover,
we have also integrated an Analysis Library to encapsulate the
implementation of SSG. We developed Seraph in Python and used
Z3 [2] as the SMT solver. In terms of the analysis library, NetworkX
was adopted to construct SSG structures.

if(owner == msg.sender)
balances[msg.sender] += amount;

(a) A simple Solidity function on Ethereum
owner

msg.sender

2

1
==@y

amount

3

+@x

4

DESIGN OF SERAPH

balances

(b) SSG of Figure 4a

Figure 4: An example of symbolic semantic graph
Figure 4a shows an Ethereum Solidity function reward, which
increases the balance of contract owner. Furthermore, the SSG of
reward function is shown in Figure 4b. We defined three types
of graph nodes, i.e., Value Node (dark ellipse), Environment Node
(light ellipse) and Flow Node (diamond). Value node models storage data on blockchain. Environment node indicates environment

Main Functionalities. Figure 6 shows a screenshot of Seraph.
Currently, the target users include both individual smart contract
developers and blockchain service providers. Three main functionalities are provided, i.e., user registration, task management and
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verification technique [16], which transforms Ethereum smart contracts into Datalog logics [6]. Permenev et al. further presented their
solution to verify smart contracts in a inductive manner [14]. In addition to security problems, Liu et al. proposed a statistical approach
to identify potential code smells as well [12]. While this family of
works mainly focused on Ethereum smart contracts, Seraph aims
at enabling cross-platform security analysis to address more realworld concerns. Furthermore, the symbolic semantic graph (SSG)
is related to program dependency graphs (PDG) which were widely
discussed in the community of programming languages [7–9, 15].
Particularly, SSG can be considered as a lightweight variant of PDG
which defines general blockchain semantics.

6

CONCLUSION

security analysis. The platform works in a push-button manner. After a user logs in and pushes the analysis button, a task is submitted
to Seraph for job scheduling. Once the analysis is finished, users
can explore detailed information, including an end-to-end exploit.

In this work, we highlighted the Seraph tool, a cross-platform security analyzer for blockchain smart contracts based on the EVM
and WASM runtime. Specifically, Seraph enables a general abstraction for the interaction between virtual machines and their host
blockchains via connector API. Moreover, Seraph introduced symbolic semantic graph as a lightweight representation for security
analysis. In the preliminary evaluation, we applied Seraph in analyzing smart contracts on four existing blockchain platforms.

4

7

Figure 6: A screenshot of Seraph.

PRELIMINARY EVALUATION

Table 1 describes the preliminary detection accuracy on Ethereum
contract benchmarks [4, 5]. Compared to analyzers in the literature,
i.e., Oyente [13], Securify [16] and Mythril [3], Seraph achieved a
higher accuracy over four types of vulnerabilities.
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